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As they map the universe with 
extraordinary coverage and 
precision, CMB/LSS experiments 
are reaching unprecedented 
observational sensitivity to 
`fundamental' physics including 
quantum gravity.

--BICEP2(+ input from BICEP1, Keck Array, SPT/ACT, 
Planck,WMAP,...): Tour de Force B-mode detection, at a
level consistent with inflationary quantum gravitational 
waves (uncertain model-dependent amplitude), but 
could be consistent with foregrounds (uncertain, 
complicated) [Flauger Hill Spergel '14]
--Planck +Joint analysis (+ B3, Spider, CLASS,...)

--Chance to develop systematic 
understanding in the next months, 
years as r/dust, NG etc play out.





*Inflation is (as of now) our only
paradigm with theoretically 
controlled calculations of density 
perturbations,with the simplest 
scenarios fitting the data well. 
(independently of tensor modes)
*What is at stake is the
observational lever to Quantum 
Gravity

*The model V(F) etc. is of interest 
insofar as it is connected to other 
physics.

**  r> .01  strongly "UV" sensitive





















Parameterized
ignorance of 
quantum grav.

String Theory 
axions (and 
duals)

New degrees 
of freedom 
each DF~MP  

From ubiquitous 
Axion-Flux 
couplings

[cf  Chaotic Infl.(Linde),
Natural Infl. (Freese et   
al)]

No 
continuous
global symm. 
in QG

Discrete shift 
symm., f<<M_p









Monodromy generates 
symmetry-controlled 
large field range and 
observable B mode 
signal. (Other inflation 
mechanisms can yield 
low r.) 































power law potentials with p=3,2,4/3, 1,2/3,... 
         r=.2,  .13,  .09,  .07,  .04,...
so far.  We hope to get this understood more systematically in the 
B-mode era.  






















